THE PSYCHO-ANALYTIC STUDY OF THE FAMILY
£nvy	The first of these two factors consists in the unwelcome
of childrens'   realisation that the child will shortly be, or perhaps already is,
superiority    ^ ^^ or even ^ SUperjor of faQ parent in certain of the
more important of life's aspects. Thus the father may become
painfully aware of the fact that he is being gradually but
certainly outmatched by his son in strength or skill or learning;
while the mother may similarly find herself becoming outrivalled
by her daughter in beauty, charm, accomplishments or intellec-
tual power. This awareness on the parent's part of the
increasing failure of their own powers relatively to those of
their children is naturally liable to increase the bitterness that
they may already feel towards their children for other reasons.
Just as the self-interests of the parents formerly caused them
to grudge the care, attention and effort which the existence of
the children demanded, so now their pride and self-love may
cause them to grudge their children that superiority which
nature in the course of time bestows upon them.
Parents'	It might well seem  indeed  as  though  some  degree of
identification ill-feeling on these grounds would be inevitable in all parents
with their in whom the self-regarding sentiments were strongly or even
children normally developed. Fortunately however it would appear that
there exists a way by which the hatred and unhappiness
arising from this source can to a very large extent be converted
into feelings of an opposite and socially more satisfactory
character. It is here that there comes into play the second of
the two factors mentioned above. This factor consists of the
process whereby the parent identifies himself with his child,
as it were incorporates the child into his larger self and is
thus able to take pleasure in the increasing powers of the
child as if they were his own. We have already had occasion
to study the corresponding process of identification in the mind
of the child; the child tends naturally to identify himself with
his parents or their substitutes, seeking thereby an increase of
his own power and satisfaction. For'precisely similar reasons
the parent, as old age approaches (and even before then), will
tend to identify himself with his child, endeavouring thus to
find compensation for the diminution of his own personal
capacity. Thus a father may regard the successes and failures
of his son in his scholastic and professional career with the
same personal interest, the same intimate emotional response
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